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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Social Enterprise Accelerator Platform is a worker initiated cooperative that seeks to empower
locals in the otherwise precarious employment environment of Bundaberg to yield the benefits of the
digital revolution. We create a platform which augments functions previously performed by people to
deliver value in the digital design services segment empowered as participants in the future of work.
Clients benefit from a platform which makes it easier for them to find more affordable designers easily
on a networked platform.

Part of the profits go towards starting a Social Enterprise Accelerator School to encourage more locals
to participate in the transformation of the local social fabric and local economy through participation in
homegrown pro-social brands.

As Marshal (2018) points out, ‘Brands have become increasingly embedded into the fabric of everyday
lives’ and are ‘resources for the construction of everyday identities’ as ‘consumers are invited through
the brand to show who they are and in doing produce something’ immaterial, ‘emotional’, ‘aesthetic’ or
‘social’ that becomes the brands ‘sign value’ (p. 191). This active construction of meaning in ‘the
implosion of production and consumption’ has become known as ‘prosumption’ (Ibid) and by building
on the theories of practitioners like Henry Jenkins (2006, et al. 2013, et al. 2016) and Axel Bruns (2008)
this project leverages these forces to allow locals to shape the future of work, rather than becoming
passive consumers of a spectacle choreographed from Silicon Valley.

2. PROJECT PROPOSAL
Problem:
In Bundaberg, there are a lot of local design companies. How to choose?

Figure 1 Bundaberg Designers on Google Maps 2020

Platforms are more efficient
B2B consumers increasingly used to platforms such as Airbnb and Uber which efficiently match clients to
designers and allow the best designers to rise to the top for easy selection and the design services sector
is the same (Blair 2020). As ‘small and agile’ platforms do ‘what managers used to do in functions like
reputation management and booking procedures’, these platforms ‘become the most efficient means to
create and exchange value’ (O’Reilly 2015 p. 4). Local business is forced to looker wider than the local
economy to platforms like 99Designs or Design Crowd if they want to enjoy these benefits, meaning less
work for local designers, less income, less social capital, and weaker local ties and networks.

Proposal
The Social Enterprise Accelerator School and Platform:

A worker cooperative owned and managed digital design platform which feeds at least 50 per cent of
profits into establishing a local design school for social enterprise branding.
A. A creative digital design school which builds a supportive mentoring community.
Students learn skills that enable them to become competitive in professional branding and transition to
a social enterprise through a participatory culture (Jenkins 2006):
•
•
•
•
•

Blogposts
Social Media
YouTube videos
Podcasts
Branding

Finally, students creating a collaborative crowdfunded social enterprise project together.
This is an informal ‘choose your own adventure’ type course where clients gain the skills, they need in
partnership with mentors who can lead them to resources using freely available and inexpensive
resources, MOOCS, and Linked in Learning. As students graduate, they join alumni or graduates that
help others on their journey to personal professional branding success.
B. A cooperative platform which connects designers to clients.
The cooperative owned and managed networked platform designed to become the top of mind brand
for locals seeking digital design services (graphic design, SEO, digital and social media marketing,
multimedia….)
•
•
•
•

Clients host contests to choose a practitioner.
Practitioners have portfolios.
Clients and business can pay for advertising.
Talent rises to the top.

The Ecosystem Overview

6. Alumni and
cooperative members
mentor a new
generation.

5. Participation in the
system leads to social
capital, innovation
accelerates social
sustainable change at the
grassroots level.

4. A collaborative group
social enterprise project
is created to yield
significant benefits for
the local community.

1. A cooperative
platform connects local
designers to clients.

2. Advertising profits first
fund coperative
members then fund a
social branding school
which builds community
trust and engagement.

3. Students gain social
enterprise and branding
skills.

2.1 BRAND PERSONALITY
Marshall (2018) describes how branding can ‘provide a transformative discourse of the self while linking
people who share similar interests and consumption values’ allowing people express an ‘authentic self in
opposition to mainstream culture’ as active ‘prosumers’ (p. 191). We leverage #shoplocal to provide
opportunities for the majority of individuals who share these values (Neilson 2020).
Tone of voice

Figure 2: Cass, J 2020, The brand personality slider, retrieved 18 August 2020, https://justcreative.com/2019/05/27/brandpersonality-matrix/

Archetypes
Swiss Psychiatrist Carl Jung first referred to ‘Archetypes’ as ‘pre-programmed’ personalities we
instinctively develop an affinity with at the expense of others (Iconicfox 2020, Para 5). The brand
embraces technology and the innovative ‘Think Different’ creative ingenuity that made Silicon Valley yet
recognizes the centralising tendencies of these huge monopiles, and like Target, provides value and an
equitable and playing field.

Figure 3 Steve Jobs the Creator innovator, and Homer Simpson the Everyman.

The Creator evident in brands like Lego and Apple loves to innovate and has an inspirational and
provocative brand voice. Their personality is drawn to seeing the potential in everything and expressing
‘originality’ with an ‘if it can be imagined it can be created’ ethos. The strategy is to inspire imagination
and self-expression (Iconicfox 2020).

The Everyman is chosen to appeal to that sensation of eating comfort food or that familiarity of home.
The everyman looks for ‘belonging’ and to see the other in themselves. The friendly and authentic voice
is evident in brands like Ikea and Target. Their personality is about filling in the gaps to create harmony
and this matches our affordable pricing (Ibid).

Brand Pyramid

Brand Idea
Unlocking local
innovation and potential
to create authentic,
original and enduring
design services

Brand / Product Persona
Friendly, affordable and
authentic innovation.
Target meets Apple
Think different comfortably with
others
Progress, inspiration and
originality over perfection.
Emotional Benefits
An innovative social enterprise that makes a
difference.
Belonging & Equity: A brand tribe which builds
on Individual uniqueness to unlock a better you.

Creativity: Embrace the original. An innovative
platform that unleashes the authentic selfexpressive potentials of everyday local people,
local economies, and local networks.

Functional Benefits
The Platform: For clients, it saves on the endless searching for
innovative designers with the right skills at an affordable price. For
designers it allows them the flexibility of work hours, to build a
brand, and to save money.
The School: Helps individuals build social branding skills and
connects mentors and mentees.

Features and Attributes
Through the leveraging of open source and freely available digital technology and
training, we make current systems more efficient and pass on those benefits to
enhance local social capital, build branding skills and make it easier to connect.
A down to earth school of creative personal professional branding with street cred.
An innovative platform to connect creative designers and clients.

Figure 3. Brand Pyramid. From Template Noesis Marketing in Stokes (2013, p. 21)

Brand identity
Slogans like “You don’t have to be perfect to be Amazing” and “Progress over Perfection” encourages
participants to share their creative selves.
The key strategies for this group are to create a welcoming community where shared, creative social
entrepreneurial values are promoted and artistry shines. Create social media opportunities available for
self-expressive sharing of co-branded content.
Brand image and values
Sustainability, equity, #buylocals, innovation, value, inclusion.

2.2 TARGET AUDIENCE
Unfulfilled needs for #shoplocal
While transparency and authenticity have long been the hallmark of successful brands (Banet-Weiser
2012, Potter 2010) social branding and authenticity have a special affinity. #Shoplocal is part of this sign
system that connotes a way of existence somehow bigger and more meaningful than ‘shallow
consumerism (Banet-Weiser 2012). Visiting local shops and restaurants provides opportunities for
networking and befriending your neighbours – and helping to ‘grow the dreams of your neighbour’
(Zeno Research 2015, Para. 3).
Additionally, research shows 73% of consumers are 4.5 times more likely to buy from purpose-driven
brands (81% amongst millennials: 18-34-year-old’s). The village, however, is not necessarily defined by
postcode and platforms like Etsy also achieve this authentic village effect. The local ethos works for large
companies too with Australians most trusted brands responding to community needs through the
Bunning's sausage sizzles, Bendigo Bank and Grilled community funds (Barrett 2015). In 2020 these
trends have reached a ‘tipping point’ and look set to stay (Neilson Research, 2020 para. 3).

Figure 4. The existing #lovebundy campaign.

Figure 5 Mentionapp data show #lovebundy is shared in the business community on Twitter

Markets

Clients of the Branding
platform. Small business
owners.

School of social Branding
students. Often also
business people.

Investors contributing to
the intial crowdfunding
to start the project

The coperative owners
and managers.
Practitionors
participating on the
platform and biding for
work

Segmentation Table:
(Adapted from Roy Morgan Single Source n.d. 2018)
Market Role
Business Owners
Clients
Potential investors

Business Owners
Students
Platform Clients

Roy Morgan
Values
Segment/
Psychographics

Real Conservatism
Something better (6%)
Social order and disciplined predictable
society.
Keeping up with the Joneses is important.
Things are not like they were especially Consumption orientated.
ethically and morally

Demographics

Male
Married
Children
Own Home
40 +

Geographies

Rural

Behaviour

Read Farming Life
Collect Antiques
Traditional Television
News
The right crowd. Church

Benefits

Investing in the right thing that lasts.
#identify as a community pillar

Designers
Coop members
Mentors

Young optimism (8%)
Fulfilment and lifestyle orientated.

Working hard to pay down debts.
Married, Separated, Divorced, Children
Mortgaged Home
Female / Male
25 -40

Often students or professionals on a career
track.
Married, Not Married
Renting
More Female / Male
19 - 30
Metropolitan
Urban
Work in Town
Metropolitan
High Internet Use
Often researching an interest or travel.
Trying to achieve more with their business. Savvy with technology.
Facebook.
Use multiple channels and devices.
LinkedIn.
Bundaberg Now
Netflix.
Bundaberg Now

High-status professional profile important Social impact and lifestyle implications.
for the image.

Sense of restoring a lost social order.

Branding is seen as a vehicle for getting
ahead and security.

Open doors to achieve something
meaningful.

The high-status of a social impact cause is
important for a business image.

Social capital is worthwhile.

A step up from what others are doing.
Quality branding to get ahead.
Status.

Clients
Many small business owners would like to do more with their social media presence or branding locally
however services are prohibitively expensive and don’t appeal to local values #lovebundy.

Figure 6. Client Profile adapted from Roy Morgan Single Source n.d. 2018

Figure 7: Small Business in Bundaberg. Retieved from https://www.bundabergregion.org/

Figure 8 Who Uses Specialised Design (Ibis World. P. 22).

Larger companies, like Bundaberg Brewed Drinks (AKA Brand Designs, Sydney) and Bundaberg Rum (Leo
Burnett, Sydney) could benefit through social enterprise associations.

Figure 9 Bundaberg Rum Distillery. Retieved from https://www.queensland.com/

Practitioners
Forming a cooperative with designers is a key aspect of the brands' success. IBIS World 2020 report
advances in technology have made the industry more accessible and competitive’ bringing down costs
and increasing competition for brands struggling to differentiate themselves’ (Ibid). They are listed on
Google Maps.

Figure 10: Coop profile adapted from Roy Morgan Single Source n.d. 2018

Students
Often overlap with clients’ group.

Figure 11: Student profile adapted from Roy Morgan Single Source n.d. 2018

The impact of COVID 19 looks set to make the local economy more challenging leading to more in-house
projects.

Figure 12. COVID 19 effect on Bundaberg: retrieved from https://profile.id.com.au/rda-wide-bay-burne

Investors

Figure 13: Investor profile Roy Morgan Single Source n.d. 2018

This group is explored as our Target Investor (4.1)

2.3 BRAND OBJECTIVES
•
•

To create more local value than we extract through innovation and networking
A #buylocal cooperative

Brand effects
Brand effects are ‘strong favourable and unique association’ goals (Moriarty et al. 2015, p. 418).
Objective

Key Components

Brand Effects

Perception
Recognition
Objectives

‘Think differently within comfort with others’

Identity

Persuasion
Belief in Brand
Objectives

A friendly honest place to unlock authentic originality and innovation.
Expect to get challenged creatively in an ethical and supportive
environment.

Achieve 30 per cent exposure and awareness in the first year.
Promise

Achieve a 50 per cent recall of the key message in the target audience
in one year.
Cognition
Brand
Understanding
Objectives
Emotion

Brand Feel
Objectives
Association
Objectives
Behaviour
Objectives

#buylocal makes a difference.

Position

The saying “You don’t have to be perfect to be amazing” conjures up
the creative innovator and the friendly and authentic soul which seeks
equity.
Goal: 50 per cent of the target audience survey to report positive
emotions.
Key Metaphor for the brand: The artist

Personality

School
Enrol 30 students in the school for personal professional branding in
the first year
Platform
Secure crowdfunding to start platform.
Enrol 50 per cent of the target audience to trial in the first year.

Image and
values
Loyalty

SMART

S M A R T
Specific
Objective or
Goal

Measurable

Attainable|
Assignable

Relevant|
Resources

Timely

Who, what, where,
when, which and
why?

Criteria to track our
progress:

Our core strengths
and steps to
success:

Our willingness
and ability to work
towards these
goals:

When we would
like to see success:

Students are
enrolled in the
course via the
website where the
support resources
are located (LMS).

Online resources
with low costs to
entry

2021 (start)

School for Personal Professional Branding
Enrol initial school
cohort and start a
cooperative
branding platform.

Qualitative
Alumni feedback.
Students feedback
surveys weekly.
Quickly adapt to
student needs.

Quality resources
and curriculum.

Quantitative
Network mapping
and analytics.

Social Capital

The first round of
students become
alumni mentors for
future students.

LinkedIn learning
WordPress for
initial branding
HTML 5
gamification by
H5P

S M A R T
Enhance social
capital in the
community.

Structural Measures
Network structures
diversity, density and
size.
Civic engagement:
and participation.
Trust: institutional
and interpersonal.
Relational Measures
Social cohesion:
social interactions,
neighbourhood
cohesion and
togetherness.

Build the skills of
participation
Encouraging
partnerships:
Practising
Reciprocity
Practice building
the creation of
diverse networks
Create mentoring
communities

New technologies
not only provide
amazing user
experiences but
enable networking
and the building of
social capital in
ways previously
not available.

2021 (mid)

Students will learn
to leverage these
to build connected
communities of
mutual benefit.

Social networks,
bonding bridging and
linking relationships.
Cognitive Measures
Norms and values
and civic norms.
Trust.
(Adapted from Social Capital Research and Training 2017)

2.4 SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
The Queensland Social Enterprise Council ‘their key distinguishing characteristics are that they are
values-based businesses set up for social and/or environmental purpose, driven by an entrepreneurial

spirit’ (2020). This project also functions as a cooperative united to meet common economic and social
needs through a jointly owned enterprise organised by for our members but with additional social goals
and a people, planet, profit triple bottom line (Ibid).

The QSEC descbes a social
enterprise has a 'social mission
embedded in the DNA of the
business to directly address
social, cultural and
environmental needs; rather
than indirectly through socially
responsible business practices
such as corporate philanthropy,
equitable wages and
environmentally friendly
operations’.

• We build economic and social capital in the local
community through #buylocal and support other
locals in their social enterprse endevours.

'Is an enterprise deriving a
majority of their revenue
through trade of socially and
environmentally sustainable
products and/or services;
rather than through grants,
donations or gifts'.

• Derive profits through platform related
activities for the coop $.
• Advertising revenue from the platform $.
• Sponsored posts in the platform $
• Invsetors $

'Invests the majority of
expenditure and/or profit to
fulfil their mission'.

• More than 50 per cent of profits raised on the
platform goes back into the school of social
branding to help other creat sustainable projects.

Social Capital
Sociologist Pierre Bourdieu used the term in 1972 in his Outline of a Theory of Practice as he noted
success had a lot to do with durable networks and acquaintances through the deliberate cultivation of
sociability over time inequality was sustained through institutions like ‘old boys clubs’ but its aspects
contribute to marginalized group success too:
Aspects of Social Capital

Figure 14: Aspects of Social Enterprise Adapted from Social Capital Research and Training (2017)

Social Capital and Bowling Alone in Bundy
Robert Putnam used social capital in his 2000 bestseller Bowling Alone to describe the alienation that has
occurred as people have become wealthier yet lost a sense of community, and bowl alone.

Figure 14: Bowling Alone in Bundaberg. Retrieved bundybowl.com.au

With little time to do anything but work and where socializing and joining with community groups, social
capital is lost. Alternatively building social capital can allow individuals and communities to flourish. The
Postcode 4670 of Bundaberg and surrounds has the highest number of unemployed in Australia made
worse by COVID 19 forcing the city to adopt and support a more networked entrepreneurial approach.

Figure 15. #lovebundy Retrieved from https://www.bundabergnow.com/2019/07/15/bundaberg-chief-entrepreneur/

Rather than make us isolated passive media consumers we use convergence culture to help build social
capital and local networks. Henry Jenkins (2006, at al. 2016) described how new media environments
contribute to ‘low barriers’ to entry participatory culture which facilitated artistic expression and civic
engagement:

Figure 16: Participatory Culture (Jenkins 2006, 2013)

Bruns (2008) similarly uses the term produsage to describe a type bottom-up content creation similar to
the concept of commons-based peer production where distinctions between producers and consumers
or users of content have faded, in a process where incremental changes.

2.5 STRENGTHS
•

A #shoplocal cooperative (Neilson, 2020) presents a strong case for most consumers (71%)
looking to switch to ethical brands and provide, a grounding for long term competitiveness.

•

IBIS World (2020) report demand for design services will continue its strong growth post-COVID
as the need for all business to have an online presence continues to grow.

•

Cost of entry and the availability of affordable software for designers will also come down (IBIS
World 2020). Buy local is a part of this ethical appeal with research indicating that this is not a
fad but a permanent feature of the post COVID environment.

•

DIY communities and affinity groups can deepen participation by leveraging networks thereby
accelerate the development of social capital and local economies (Bruns 2008, Oreilly 2015, ).

•

Legacy inefficient ways of doing communications have persisted into the digital era leaving a
hole in the market for cost-effective, creative innovators to disrupt the established order.

•

The founder has platform entrepreneurial experience with websites gamification, multimedia
and building informal mentoring communities.

•

The #Lovebundy campaign to buy local resonates in the local community and there is support at
all levels for this project.

Figure 17. Love Bundy Retrieved from https://www.lovebundy.com.au/about-lovebundy/

2.6 LIMITATIONS
•

To make up for lack of contacts with local business groups designers and entrepreneurs, I am
joining groups like the Bundaberg Start-Ups Meetup and networking on LinkedIn, The Generator
and the Bundaberg Enterprise Center.

•

Testing on a small scale has difficulties however, hosting the platform initially on a WordPress
site using membership Plugins and gamification elements could keep costs down and allow for
proof of concept testing of ideas quickly.

•

The receptiveness of beneficiaries to the project is not completely quantifiable however
developing a supportive community and strong networks will help drive participation in the
iterative evolution of the cooperative through continual reflection and adaption.

•

Many Bundaberg conservative local businesses are resistant to change and taking up new
technologies and innovations. But through strategic branding to appeal to these groups with
values like reciprocity and demonstrating commercial success we can develop brand affinities.

3 SWOT ANALYSIS OF DIRECT COMPETITOR
IBIS World (2020) report there is an increasing demand for digital design services over the next five
years. There is also an increasing supply of services. In our research, local competitors like Local Search
were perceived as overly expensive.
Increasingly we see completion coming from
platforms like 99 Designs and Design Crowd (IBIS
world 2020). These platforms work like Upwork
or Fiver linking designers to clients.

We will focus on Design Crowd which uses paid
advertising to appear first in a Google search for
local graphic design and other services. Design
crowd started in 2008 and like the slightly larger
and Australian 99 Designs, has grown rapidly.
We see the less upmarket Design Crowd with
850 000 designers as our most direct competitor.

Within our target market, Design Crowd has high potential appeal and they are actively promoting their
brand on through Google ads. Where we hold an advantage is in our social #buylocal credentials and
grassroots networks.

Figure 18 Local Search Prices https://www.localsearch.com.au/

At the other end of the scale, the growth of DIY graphic design platforms like Canva.com with 20 million
active users are expanding rapidly.

Figure 19: Canva.com

Figure 20: Design Crowd Pricing: https://www.designcrowd.com.au/

Strenghs

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

•The #buylocal, social enterprise nurtures a brand tribe of active prosumers.
•Because we also provide education to empower business owners this can create higher
involvement and brand loyalty.
•Because our profits stay local this can enhance our reputation and sense of value beyond
utility to consumers.
•Our platform allows for tiers to capture those looking for premium services.
•Our gamified mini-contests and moneyback guarantee provide engagement and security.
•Consumers sense they are participating in a supportive and innovative brand they can safely
express themselves.

•Achieving the streamlined process, you would expect from a big platform, and volume of
recommendations that allow the best to rise to the top could take time.
•Use a five-star ranking system. Sounds good except none of our designers on our platform
have been ranked yet.
•Design crowd has a substantial social media presence with blogs, Twitter FB where we have
few established resources and channels.

•Highlighting the #buylocal cooperative social enterprise street cred could position the
participation favourably into the future as prosumers share content.
•Our innovative approach to using new technologies which leverage networks will make our
ecosystem increasingly competitive over time.
•Our community networks make for a dynamic company which can quickly iterate into new
forms in response to market conditions.
•A system where clients, staff and the community rank designers on their work could work
better than simply a star system to find the best designers.
•Many of the gamification elements are quite easy to replicate like polls, and contests are
easy to replicate.
•Our local flavour means Mini-Contest can happen on local social media channels for wider
exposure and participation.

•As a social enterprise transparency requirement are beyond that of traditional business and
could place a burden on profitability if not well managed.
•The perception that a local company cannot provide value or is simply a charity will need
challenging by providing exceptional value.
•A cooperative will require a high degree of coordination and trust with participants
achievable over time.
•Our initial small talent pool will make it difficult to access niche markets.

4. PITCH DEVELOPMENT
4.1 TARGET INVESTOR
Many investors are community-minded and socially aware and willing to pay a higher price to see
positive change. Kickstarter funders are also more likely to have been to university than the average
population with a massive 18.5 per cent have been to university and 18. 5 per cent to Graduate School.
On average they back three projects with a contribution of 174.50, mostly to strangers (65.5%). What
appeals most is to back a project started by the creator (Digital Pulse, 2014)
Investors to the Crowdfunding Campaign. They are community-minded and socially aware. They might
go on Kickstarter simply to learn new things, but they are also aware of the price-quality things cost to
take to make and are willing to go the extra mile for positive change.

Figure 21 Crowdfunding Insights: https://www.digitalpulse.pwc.com.au/infographic-crowdfunding-kickstarter/

Figure 22: Target Market adapted from Digital Pulse, 2014

Their consumptive decision-making drivers are education, trendsetting, systems thinking, and they love
to get entertained.

Figure 23Figure 6. Investor Profile adapted from Roy Morgan Single Source n.d. 2018

4.2 BENEFIT FOR THE INVESTOR
As an investor, you get to participate as partners at the cooperative’s decision-making table in a
groundbreaking unique project in its first pilot project (Bundaberg). You become an accelerator and
participant in social change to improve people’s opportunities and make a genuine difference in their
lives, hopes, and dreams. The branding school and the cooperative designers' platform are designed to
yield significant benefits for the local community, with many additional pro-social spin-offs accelerating
social change at the grassroots level. As 73% of consumers are more likely to buy from purpose-driven
brands (81% amongst millennials: 18-34-year old’s) you benefit by supporting a brand that makes a
difference and signal that you care too.

Additionally:
•

Investors receive the opportunity to gain full recognition of their contributions in social media
campaigns created by the co-op to the value of your contribution.

•

You will receive an invite to our backer’s events with the opportunity to meet others up with our
community.

•

Each investor will receive a digitally created public thank you card created by one of our first
students which involve how you’re your personal-professional brand story interacted with ours.

•

Fifteen minutes of fame. Backers will have the opportunity to get interviewed about their
support on our podcasts.

•

Backers will get full public credit attributed on the website and where appropriate in public
communications.

•

Backers will have opportunities to participate in polls and brainstorming session which allow
naming of new projects.

•

Backers will get automatic access to the members-only area to post and bid for jobs

4.3 OVERALL RECOMMENDATIONS
As a social brand, our goal is to leverage brand advocates as participating ‘prosumers’ who through
‘emotional investment and the immaterial labour of sharing polls, videos and social media posts’
recommend our products to others (Ibid). Neilson research (2020) report a COVID 19 has provided a
tipping point where campaigns like the #lovebundy and #buybundyreigion are increasingly resonating as
authentic and relevant and we provide the branded building blocks of identity for those communityminded individuals (Ibid).
While there were a variety of options available to address the desire to #buylocal and build social
capital, we see the target markets and the organization structure in this report position the enterprise
well into the future as social enterprise and buy local trends increase. We see that leveraging these
provides us with advantages over our key competitor, Design Crowd.

Strengths

•As the second-largest community of its type, there is a good chance you will meet the designer
you need on Design Crowd.
•The prices are competitive ($99) in the One Designer Service Project,” these seven-day project
days. All in the streamlined process you would expect from a big platform.
•You can have logo ‘Mini Contests’ where well-rated designers compete for your approval. Polls
to judge contest winners. And substantial social media presence with blogs, Twitter FB.

Weaknesses

•On the other hand, there is not any way to choose a local designer.
•You can’t choose to build the local economy and help a local achieve their dreams by hiring
someone overseas.
•The person you hire will have scan knowledge of local social media trends and how to position
your brand in the market.
•And where is the social branding or evidence that Design Crowd is concerned with anything
more than shareholder profits?

Opportunities

Threats

•What Design Crowd lacks in #buy local and social credentials is entry to the market as an
authentic alternative which makes a difference.
•Not an ordinary difference either but one that empowers local communities from a deep
connection it has as part of it.
•The deep connection allows our brand to gain greater insights into communities needs and
quickly adapt to changing conditions

•There are challenges to starting a new platform, but the future looks bright for the sector and
especially for one with #buylocal credentials.
•Social media and advertising campaigns are not established but our brand positioning allows us
to create affinities with brand advocates who are increasingly ready to embrace authentic
coops which can deliver real sustainable change as brand ambassadors.

Overall Recommendations:
Use crowdfunding to drive interest and sharing through relatable relevant content. By engaging with the
community further insights are possible.
Creating feasibility reports on the levels of interest by the various stakeholder groups and target
markets.
Using Bundaberg as a pilot project to test the viability of the platform for additional further rollouts
nationally.
Develop an SEO strategy of relevant keywords.
Engagement of cause-orientated brand activists in co-creating content for sharing on social media
campaigns to test the viability of ideas.
Creating a local committee and contacting local designers to test interest in a continual process.
Contacting local start-up facilitators like the Generator and Bundaberg Enterprise Centre, other
enterprises and Bundaberg local council for entrepreneurial support.
Build relationships on social media that build engagement through convergence culture.
Bud quality content worth sharing on WordPress.
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